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Writing Life

Pondering
The Column Pitch

By Joanne Brokaw

I received an e—mail from an aspiring columnist we'll call Bob, who wanted
my help pitching his column to newspapers.

In addition to my column in ByLine, I write a
monthly entertainment column that reaches about
500,000 readers, and a "slice of life" column that runs in
two publications.

I'm certainly not the best writer in the country and
I don't provide life-changing information (unless you
count that column where I ex-
plained how to whack a bat with
a tennis racket). But I've man-
aged to garner space on a recur-
ring basis in six monthly publi-
cations, and get paid for it, so I'm
frequently asked by writers how they can do the same
thing.

I could fill an entire article with advice on column
writing, but since Bob's questions mirror the ones I'm
asked time and again — "Do you think this is something
that would appeal to those editors? What kinds of things
are they looking for in regular columns? Are there other
kinds of publications that you think would be interested
in a column like this?"— I thought I'd answer them here
for every would-be columnist pondering the pitch.

1. The only way you can know if your column is
something that would appeal to an editor is to study
that publication to see what they already print. Pour over
back issues, see what style of writing they want, deter-
mine who reads their magazine or newspaper, and most
importantly, why. A sappy column on the joys of moth-

erhood isn't going to fly in a serious,
hard-news paper; a decidedly political
column isn't a good match for your
local isn't-it-a-happy-day community
weekly.

Which brings me to the last piece of
advice: If you're riot willing to provide
an editor with what he or she needs,

then don't bother pitching at all.

2. The best thing that you can do for an editor is
to fill a need that either isn't being filled, or isn't being
filled well. If the paper you're pitching to already has
a columnist covering local high school sports, pitching
yourself as the local high school sports columnist is a
waste of time. If, however, you notice that they rarely

cover girls' sports, then it might be
worthwhile to pitch a column lo-
cusing only on girl's sports.

3. The only way to know if
there are other publications out
there that might be interested in

your column is to find out what other publications are
out there. Researching is hard work and no one can do
it for you. Look through the Writers Market', there are
literally thousands of publications printed every day that
might be possible markets tor your column.

Bob found an editor who might be interested in his
column, but only if he wrote about more current topics.
Bob's response? He wasn't sure if he wanted to change
the column. Based on reader feedback, he thought it was
working just fine as is on the website where it currently
ran.

Which brings me to the
last piece of advice: If you're
not willing to provide an
editor with what he needs,
then don't bother pitching
at all. Write for your family
newsletter or start blogging.
Remember, the best reason
to write a column is to serve
your readers, not yourself. «*

Remember,
the best rea-
son to write
a column is

to serve vour
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readers, not
yourself.


